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1. Introdu tion

Agents are in reasingly upon us. Although opposition is rare, \intelligent agents" have been atta ked for
user interfa e problems, and on larger so ial issues. Agent supporters have ountered these arguments
and raised doubts about alternative te hnologies. We pla e this in histori al, so ial, and ethi al ontexts,
noting the y li nature of su h debates. One on lusion is that many problems with arti ial agents arise
from a poor understanding of so ial aspe ts of human agents.
2. Histori al Perspe tives

The history of te hnology has seen many movements all for human-like systems, and use anthropomorphi
terminology to generate understanding and support. Su h movements often make ex essive laims, perhaps misled by their own rhetori or their (sometimes impressive) partial su ess. This raises unrealisti
expe tations, whi h often leads to disappointment, whi h is surprisingly often followed by rebirth with
similar goals, and somewhat improved terminology and te hnology.
One example is arti ial intelligen e (AI), whi h produ ed many laims and predi tions that turned
out false; early AI resear h stressed the logi al representation of mental states, reaped huge publi ity and
funding (often based on proje ted military appli ations), and attempted (with some su ess) to olonize
adja ent elds su h as ognitive psy hology and neuro-s ien e; it then rashed when numerous proje ts
terminated be ause their demos didn't s ale up to genuine appli ations, pre ipitating the \AI Winter."
Yet many modest su esses were s attered among spe ta ular failures, and there was a rebirth using new

te hnologies like neural nets and ma hine learning, again based on analogies with human agents.
Other proje ts that followed a similar path are ma hine translation, per eptrons, ompiler generators,
and the Japanese Fifth Generation. Ea h failure an be largely attributed to inadequately understanding
ognitive and so ial fa tors. For example, early ma hine translation assumed that a good lexi on and
grammar would suÆ e, whereas we now know the key importan e of ba kground knowledge and ontext.
The silver lining on these louds is a deeper understanding of te hnologi al limitations, and (to a sadly
lesser extent) an enhan ed humility.
3. Critiques of Intelligent Agents

Ben Shneiderman, a leader in user interfa e design, has riti ized agent interfa es for their la k of predi tability, disenfran hisement of the user, and un larity of moral attribution [11℄; he laims agents are
by nature diÆ ult to understand and predi t, whereas users want a sense of ontrol, to know that agents
will do what they want them to do. He also worries that, if an agent does something the user does not
intend, su h as destroying a ru ial le, or unleashing a virus on the internet, it is un lear who should be
held a ountable, the user, the manufa turer of the agent, the installer of the agent, the reator of the last
pat h, or .....
Jaron Lanier [8℄ says \the idea of `intelligent agents' is both wrong and evil." It is wrong be ause it
will not solve the problems that it is supposed to solve, and it is evil be ause it will \make people rede ne
themselves into lesser beings." A ommon appli ation of agents is to help users nd what they want
on the web. But Lanier argues that agents will inevitably trivialize the interests of users, and \deliver
an overdose of kits h," due to taking the same \lowest- ommon-denominator approa h to ontent that
plagues TV." Unfortunately, his view is supported by even a glan e at ommer ial web sear h engines,
though there are ex eptions. Lanier also argues that people will ome to think of agents as human-like
and a tually intelligent, and therefore will redu e their own autonomy, by having to for e their behaviors
into the restri ted patterns allowed by and e e tive with agents; even worse, they may ome to think of
themselves as being like omputers.
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Agent terminology and properties have roots in the philosophy of Immanuel Kant, who assumed rationality and autonomy of human agents in his proje t to onstru t a non-theisti foundation for Western
morality1 . His assumptions are disputed by many modern philosophers and psy hologists, but this doesn't
mean they an't be useful properties of arti ial agents. The adje tive \intelligent" also has a onnotation
of Kantian rationality, but seems to be slowly going out of fashion, presumably from its vagueness and
overuse, as well as its asso iation with dis redited aspe ts of AI. Perhaps the word \agent" will someday
su er a similar fate.
4. The Advo ates Respond

The most basi argument of agent boosters is that the in reasing omplexity of both systems and their
environments requires users to abandon some ontrol to automati systems, whether or not one alls them
agents; in short, agents are inevitable. An often ited example is ltering agents to stem the ood of
unwanted email. Shneiderman on edes the need for omputational assistan e, but insists that users must
understand and ontrol any software to whi h they delegate [12℄. He does not oppose automation, but
rather unpredi tability, in omprehension, and disenfran hisement.
A prominent defender of agent te hnology is Pattie Maes, former head of the Software Agent group in
the MIT Media Lab. In [12℄, whi h re ords a 1997 debate between Maes and Shneiderman, Maes a epts
Shneiderman's riteria (predi tability, omprehension and ontrol), and says these are part of her resear h
agenda. But Shneiderman and Lanier both say they don't know any agents that perform signi ant tasks
and also adequately satisfy the riteria, and they ite prominent failures, su h as Mi rosoft's infamous
\bob," and its re ently demoted \Clippy."
Shneiderman suggests that dire t manipulation and information visualization should be used instead
of agents. But Maes and others say that many domains are too omplex for either dire t manipulation or
visualization, e.g., the world wide web [12℄, and also say they want to exploit the best interfa e te hnology
they an get, in luding dire t manipulation and information visualization.
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The situation is quite di erent for many Eastern moral system, su h as Mahayana Buddhism [10℄.
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Regarding responsibility for the a tions of an agent, Maes says unequivo ally that users should be held
a ountable [12℄. But in view of examples like a badly designed agent unleashing a virus, this does not seem
reasonable. My impression is that Maes and Shneiderman followed pre-determined rhetori al strategies,
and hen e often talked past ea h other. This is reinfor ed by more re ent responses to agent riti isms,
in luding guidelines emphasizing that su essful agents must obtain user's trust. Unfortunately, the issue
of whether an agent deserves that trust is not addressed, although it seems seriously unethi al to en ourage
trust in an agent that does not do what its user really wants.
It seems we are on the usp of a new y le, where agent resear h reinvents itself with nearly the same
goals (more emphasis on user satisfa tion), and an enhan ed te hnology embra ing insights from interfa e
design. The suggestion of Maes and others to drop the word \intelligent" [12℄ supports this view, and might
suggest that the debate is mainly about terminology: should we use the word \agent" for the resulting
te hnology? Or more pre isely, where should we draw the line, su h that only software with suÆ ient
autonomy is alled an agent? Another on lusion is that ethi al issues are not being adequately addressed,
espe ially by the advo ates of agent te hnology.
5. So ially Intelligent Agents

The most important issues about agents do not on ern terminology. Raising the stakes to \so ially
intelligent agents" makes this learer by moving the debate to questions that are obs ured when the
primary fo us is te hnology, as in the Shneiderman-Maes debate. The following are some deeper questions:
1. How human an agents appear? How human

should

they appear? What are the ethi al issues with

anthropomorphism?
2. Can agents have emotions? Should they?
3. What e e ts an an agent's (simulated?) emotions have on users? How an this be exploited, e.g., in
advertising? Is this ethi al?
4. Is it ne essarily the ase that adaptive agents are less predi table? Is predi tability always good?
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5. Do so ially intelligent agents need good models of their users? What needs to be modeled? How
detailed must the models be? Are models of the user's model of the agent needed? How far should
this re ursion on models go?
6. Should models of individual users be publi ? Or should some information be private? If so, how an
this be enfor ed on remote agents?
7. Can agents produ e the appearan e of qualities like individuality, intelligen e, and on den e? Should
they? If so, when?
8. What are the inherent limitations of agent te hnology? What are its greatest strengths?
Su h questions an help us think more deeply about arti ial agents, and about what it means to be
human. It seems diÆ ult to give satisfa tory answers, and most questions lead to even deeper questions.
For example, re ent resear h on the physiologi al basis of memory shows that it is onne ted to the limbi
system, and thus to the emotions, and indeed, to the whole body. Therefore agents without emotions and
bodies won't have the same asso iative apabilities as humans (or at least, ould only have them in very
di erent ways). But what ould an arti ial limbi system be like?
We have mainly dis ussed ognitive rather than so ial apabilities of agents. We know very little about
te hni al, so ial and ethi al issues for ommunities ontaining both arti ial agents and humans. Here are
a few questions:
1. What would it mean for a software agent to be part of a ommunity? Is there a good operational
de nition?
2. Should agents lie to other agents? If so, when?
3. Should agents lie to humans? If so, when?
4. Can agents hurt ea h other's feelings? Should they? What about hurting human feelings?
Some of these may seem like s ien e

tion { indeed, some may

be

s ien e

tion { but they an help us

get deeper into this diÆ ult territory.
The so ial s ien es have a umulated enormous information about how human so ieties and human
ommuni ation work. For example, resear h in onversation analysis (CA) emphasizes \re ipient design,"
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that spee h is arefully rafted to mat h its re ipients, taking a ount of fa tors like shared ba kground
and values, language ability, and attention span. Being able to do this is part of what it means to \know"
someone; it is also re ipro al, i.e., you expe t spee h dire ted at you to be re ipient designed to the extent
that you know that the speaker knows you. Work in CA also highlights the in redible a ura y of timing
in ordinary onversation, e.g., turn transitions are a urate down to a millise ond, in ontrast to the
approximate 500 millise onds required for ons ious intervention.
So ially sensitive requirements eli itation ould help improve agents. Good systems are mu h more
likely with a lear vision of what and who they are for. Another lesson is that good requirements require
areful work with real users; designer's guesses are almost never adequate [3℄.
Distributed ognition also has ri h impli ations; for example, work of Edwin Hut hins and Lu y Su hman arefully des ribe important kinds of intera tion that are rarely onsidered for arti ial agents, su h
as mentoring, story telling, and using plans as resour es for oordination rather than a tion; the ways
that replanning, monitoring other agents, and delegating tasks are handled by humans are often far from
anything we an program today.
The bran h of the so iology of te hnology and s ien e alled a tor-network theory (ANT) is also relevant. Founded by Mi hel Callon and Bruno Latour [9℄, it fo uses on networks of a

, onne ted by links,

tants

rather than on autonomous agents; a tants may be non-humans, su h as PCs, programming languages,
and transmission media. Work, onsisting of hains of translations along links among a tants, must be
done to hold the network together, \re ruiting" a tants to ontribute by translating into their languages.
This is the me hanism by whi h so io-te hni al ompromise is a hieved and proje ts are oordinated. It
is also the heart of te hnology transfer.
Star and Bowker [1℄ add to lassi al ANT an emphasis on the infrastru ture required to support
networks, on the te hni al standards and lassi ation systems that allow omplex onstru tions to be
a omplished, and on what gets left out in the stories that are told about proje ts. To this, my own re ent
resear h would add an emphasis on the values that are embodied in a tants, and that are translated along
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the links: so ial and ethi al on erns are inseparable, and are ubiquitous in all so io-te hni al systems,
even though they may be hidden.
Mu h is known about narrative stru ture from so io-linguisti s [6℄. Following an optional
, a typi al narrative has a sequen e of narrative

se tion

lauses

interleaved with evaluative

orientation

, whi h

material

pla es the narrative material in its so ial ontext by appeal to shared values. The narrative

presupposition

says that the order of narrative lauses is the order of the events they report.
Although more ognitive than so ial, work by Lako [7℄ and others on metaphor has signi ant impliations. Far from being an esoteri literary devi e, metaphor is pervasive in ordinary human intera tion,
and indeed, is the most signi ant tool we have for understanding and ommuni ating in many key areas
of life.

Blending

multiple on epts into a single on eptual spa e [2℄, is also important and pervasive, as

well as un ons ious and almost instantaneous, so that we hardly noti e it. Without an ability to pro ess
omplex metaphors and blends, agents an only have very super ial understandings of human ommuni ation. Computational aspe ts of blending have been little explored, but [4℄ gives a formalization now
being implemented at u

.

sd

Unfortunately, agent resear h is often te hnology-driven, paying little attention to so ial issues of any
kind, let alone the rather sophisti ated results surveyed above. This helps explain why it has a umulated
so mu h riti ism.
6. An Alternative

The near ami able resolution of the Shneiderman-Maes debate suggests that the di hotomy between delegation to agents and dire t manipulation is arti ial. First, both are metaphors, whi h an be realized
in many ways, and whi h typi ally o ur blended with other metaphors, su h as information visualization, window, menu, button, et . Se ond, these are not the only alternatives; in parti ular, navigation is
important, and an also be blended with other metaphors.
My laboratory is experimenting with narrative-driven

. Kumo is an agent that assists users

navigation

with proofs, and generates websites to display those proofs [5℄. It an be used stand-alone, or in a dis7

tributed mode where multiple agents ea h assist one user. The se ond mode uses a proto ol to maintain
proof onsisten y over the distributed database, so that users know (modulo internet delays) what other
users have done. Kumo output is viewed on a web browser, and proof websites have narrative stru ture, to
improve proof omprehension using the temporal and evaluative possibilities of narrative, in luding dramati tension. The human prover tells Kumo what to try and how to display the result. Our experien e
suggests using a arefully hosen blend of intera tion metaphors for interfa es to omplex systems, based
on an empiri al analysis of the so ial ontext of system use.
7. Con lusions

In exploring the agent debate, we found that we knew little about agents, either human or arti ial;
we found more questions than answers, and the unanswered questions seemed more important than the
urrent answers. Still, it seems safe to predi t that agent te hnology will ontinue to reinvent itself, and
that substantial new moral problems will arise. It is unlikely that te hni al progress will bring agents lose
to being human, but we will ontinue to try, in the pro ess learning more about why it is so diÆ ult; mu h
of this will be so ial. I hope that this journey will inspire more humility about our te hnology, and more
awe of what it means to be human.
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